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The primary object of the Anvil Points Oil Shale Research 
Center TECHNICAL r.'!..EI'10RANDUH is to advise authorized personnel 
employed by the Participating Parties(l) that various 
activities are in progress or that certain significant data 
have been obtained within the Research Center. 
These TECHNICAL HEIIoORANDA have been prepared to provide rapid, 
on-the-spot reporting of research currently in progress at 
Anvil Points. The conclusions dra~m by project personnel are 
tentative and may be subject to change as work progresses. 
The TECHNICAL r.mr'~ORANDA have not been edited in detail. 
(lhlobil Research and Development Corporation, Project Manager 
Continental Oil Company 
Humble Oil and Refining Company 
Pan American Petroleum Corporation 
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Sinclair Research, Inc. 
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CRUSHING COST STUDIES 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This memorandum covers four crushing cost studies that have 
been made to support conclusions and provide cost information 
for the final report on crushing. The information used as 
the bases for these studies has been obtained throughout the 
crushing research program carried out during Stage II of the 
Initial Program. 
The cost studies included herein should be used for research 
guidance only. No detailed design work has been done in pre-
paring the flowsheet-type designs used as the bases for the 
cost estimates: however, judgment and quick optimization 
studies have been used to minimize total investment and evaluate 
major design alternates. 
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II. sm·1MARY AIm CONCLUSIONS 
The cost estimates summarized below have been made in accordance 
with the generalized economic bases given in Technical Memorandum 
No. 67-28. The crushing plants are sized to produce 84,000 T/CD 
of final product split into minus 1/4-inch, 1/4 to I-inch, and 
1 to 2 1/2-inch fractions. An Anvil Points type topography is 
assumed for the site which means the mine is located at 8200 feet 
elevation and the retorts are located at 6700 feet elevation. 
The cost estimates are for onsite facilities only, and are on a 
1966 cost level. All cost estimates exclude any depletion allo\.,,-
ance credit and charges for cost of land, site preparation, 
research and development, and financing. All production costs 
include the recovery of investment plus a 10% DCF return. 
A cost estimate has been developed for the flowsheet-type design 
made by Allis-Chalmers as part of the cooperative crushing 
research program. The estimated fixed capital investment is 
$25,700,000 and the production cost is estimated at 25.1 ¢/T of 
final products. The Allis-Chalmers design uses two tooth-type 
single roll primary crushers and eight tooth-typa double roll 
secondary crushers. 
A cost estimate for a gyratory-cone crusher plant which was made 
earlier and reported in Technical Hemorandum No. 67-5 has been 
revised to fit the generalized economic bases. The revised fixed 
capital investment estimate is $15,400,000, and the production 
cost is estimated to be 15.7 ¢/T. The plant uses two gyratory 
primary crushers and six secondary standard cone crushers for 
reduction. The gyratory-cone crushing plant is considerably 
less expensive than the Allis-Chalmers flowsheet-type design 
because of the type of storage used. Underground storage is 
used in the gyratory-cone crUShing plant, and this is about 
$8,000,000 cheaper than the surface storage used in the Allis-
Chalmers design. 
A secondary crusher optimization study has been made to determine 
which of the three types of secondary crushers investigated in 
the crushing research program would produce product at the lowest 
cost. The results of the study are: 
Standard cone crusher 
Single-cage disintegrator 
Double roll crusher 
Measured wear rate 
Optimistic wear rate 
Production cost, ¢/T of plus 1/4-inch 






The production cost only includes recovery of investment plus 
10% OCF return and wear maintenance materials and labor. The 
cone crusher is optimum, while the tooth-type double roll crusher 
is not attractive even at an optimistic wear r.ate of half of 
that measured at Anvil Points. 
Finally, a cost estimate has been made for a crushing plant 
design incorporating all of the information gained in the crushing 
research program. The estimated fixed capital investment is 
$15,100,000, and the production cost is estimated at 17 ¢/T. 
The design uses two tooth-type single roll primary crushers and 
six secondary standard cone crushers for reduction. Underground 
storage is used in the design because it is considerably less 
expensive than surface storage, and the Mining Engineers believe 
that development of underground bins is feasible. 
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III. DETAILED DISCUSSION 
A. Cost Estimate for Allis-Chalmers' Flowsheet-TyPe Design 
An agreement was signed with Allis-Chalmers late in 1966 
which called for Allis-Chalmers to carry out a crushing 
research program on oil shale. This crushing research pro-
gram consisted of a primary crushing test with a tooth-type 
single roll crusher, secondary crushing tests with a tooth-
type double roll crusher, and preparation of a flowsheet-
type design for an 84,000 T/CD crushing plant to produce 
minus 1/4-inch, 1/4-inch to l/inch, and I-inch to 2 1/2-inch 
products. Data for the flowsheet-type design were to be 
obtained from the primary and secondary crushing tests. 
Investment estimates for the major equipment items and suf-
ficient data to calculate operating and maintenance costs 
were also to be supplied. This section of this memorandum 
deals with the work up of the information furnished by 
Allis-Chalmers into an estimate of the investment and pro-
duction costs for the flowsheet-type design plant. 
Allis-Chalmers completed the crushing research program in 
August of 1967. They issued a report entitled nCrushing 
Research Program On Oil Shale For Anvil Points' Oil Shale 
Research Center" which described the crushing tests and 
flowsheet-type design. Later, Allis-Chalmers issued a letter 
giving the investment breakdown for the flowsheet-type 
design. These two documents were distributed attached to 
letters addressed to the Technical Advisory Committee members 
from R. H. Cramer, dated September 19 and October 20, 1967, 
respectively. 
The investment and production cost estimates which follow 
have been made in accordance with the general economic bases 
given in Technical Memorandum No. 67-28. Details on the 
crushing test work and flowsheet-type design can be found in 
the Allis-Chalmers report. 
1. Estimate of Fixed Capital Investment 
The estimated fixed capital investment for the Allis-
Chalmers flowsheet-type design including mine level 
to plant level conveyors is $25,700,000. This estimate 
is for onsite investment on a 1966 cost level. Costs 
for land and site preparation have been excluded. 
Table 1 gives a breakdown of the investment estimate. 
The investment estimate is based on the information 
given in the letter from Allis-Chalmers dated October 16. 
A copy of this letter is attached as an Appendix. The 
major equipment costs on Table 1 are the major mechanical 
equipment costs from the Allis-Chalmers letter plus 
the cost of motors associated with that equipment. The 
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motors were cost estimated based on the motor list, 
Figures 22-H and 22-1 of the Allis-Chalmers report. 
The electrical and instrumention cost in Table 1 is 
the electrical estimate given in the Allis-Chalmers 
letter minus the cost of the motors. The above ad-
justments were required to put the equipment on the 
proper basis for estimating installation, foundations, 
etc. 
Several other adjustments were necessary to make the 
cost estimate complete. The cost for underground devel-
opment for the primary crushing station was excluded 
from the Allis-Chalmers cost estimate. Development 
costs have been included for the 13,800 cubic yard room 
for the primary crushing facilities, and for a conveyor 
belt adit 500 feet in length to the face of the cliff. 
A mine level to plant level conveyor has been added to 
take primary crusher product from the mine at 8200 feet 
elevation to the retort elevation of 6700 feet. A cost 
of $400 per foot (total erected cost) was used for each 
of the two 72-inch conveyor belts based on the recom-
mendation in the Allis-Chalmers report. The buildings 
cost for the final crushing and screening plant have 
been estimated based on Drawing No. 42-503-114(01) 
included with the Allis-Chalmers report. Indirect 
costs, freight, and sales tax were estimated according 
to the general economic bases given in Technical Memo-
randum No. 67-28. 
2. Estimate of Production Costs 
The production cost for the flowsheet-type design is 
estimated to be 25.1 ¢/T, including a 10% DCF return on 
investment. This estimate excludes any depletion allow-
ance credit and charges for cost of land, site prepara-
tion, research and development, and financing. Table 2 
gives details on the calculations for various components 
of the production cost. 
Maintenance labor cost is based on the maintenance 
personnel listed in Figure 23 of the Allis-Chalmers 
report and the wage rates given in Technical Memorandum 
No. 67-28. Allis-Chalmers was not able to furnish an 
estimate of maintenance materials, so 3% of the invest-
ment per year is assumed based on Technical Memorandum 
No. 67-28. 
Operating labor cost is based on the operating personnel 
listed in Figure 23 of the Allis-Chalmers report, and 
the wage rates given in Technical Memorandum No. 67-28. 
Electricity costs are based on the total connected load 
calculated from Figures 22-H and 22-1 of the Allis-
~halmers report. The use factor of 0.55 is based on 
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the amount of equipment in use at anyone time and an 
average fraction of power drawn to installed horse-
power for equipment in use. It is assumed that the 
downhill conveyor belts would be retarded by generating 
electricity. The energy recovered from these conveyors 
is assumed to be 75% of the potential energy loss of 
the rock. One cent per kwhr is charged for the net 
electrical power usage. 
B. Gyratory-Cone Crusher Cost Study Updated 
A study to determine investment and production costs for 
gyratory-cone crushing plants to produce various size pro-
ducts was made early in the crushing research program. This 
study is documented in Technical r·1emorandum No. 67-5. 
Results from the study were used in the general retort 
optimization study and to guide the crushing research pro-
gram. Since the completion of that crushing study, addi-
tional data on cone crushers has become available and 
general economic bases have been established for calculating 
costs. 
The general retort optimization study showed a minus 2 1/2-
inch product split into three fractions (minus l/4-inch, 
1/4 to l-inch, and 1 to 2 l/2-inch) is optimum. It was 
decided to update the minus 2 l/2-inch product study to have 
the correct cost level for use in the final economic studies, 
and to allow comparisons to be made with other studies 
worked up under the general economic bases. 
Only the revisions to the original study will be covered in 
this memorandum. Please refer to Technical Memorandum 
No. 67-5 for information on the original study. 
1. Capacity of Cone Crushers Revised 
The only piece of technical information which has a 
significant effect on the cost estimate is a revision 
in the capacity of a 7-foot standard cone crusher. The 
revised-capacities are compared with the capacities 
used previously below: 
Closed side setting 
Previous capacity, TPH 







The revised capacities were furnished by Nordberg 
Manufacturing Company, and are based on actual crushing 
tests with oil shale in a short-head cone crusher. A 
total of six secondary cone crushers - five operating 
plus one spare - will be required for an 84,000 TICD 
crushing plant based on the revised capacity data. 
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Invest~ent for the revised secondary crushing station 
has been prorated from the original study, and this 
proration is given on Tables 3 and 4. 
2. Chanses Required for the General Economic Bases 
The other revisions made to the cost estimate are to 
make it conform to the general economic bases given in 
Technical Memorandum No. 67-28. An additional piece 
of equipment added to satisfy the general bases is the 
mine level to plant level conveyor system. Investment 
for the conveyor system is calculated on the basis of 
$400 per foot (total erected cost) for each of two 72-
inch conveyors used to convey shale down to the retort 
level. It is assumed that the downhill conveyor belts 
are retarded by electrical generators. Credit for the 
electricity generated is based on recovery of 75% of 
the potential energy produced by the 1000-foot drop. 
Table 5 shows the workup of fixed capital investment. 
The major changes from the previous estimate are the 
elimination of investment for offsite facilities, 
changes in the estimate of indirect costs, and addition 
of Colorado sales tax. 
Revised operating costs for the crushing plant are 
calculated in Table 6. The shift crew estimate for the 
operating labor cost was taken from Table 22 of Tech-
nical Memorandum No. 67-5. 
3. Results of the Cost Estimate Revision 
A gyratory-cone crushing plant to produce 84,000 T/CD 
of minus 2 1/2-inch product is now estimated to cost 
$15,400,000 in fixed capital investment. This invest-
ment is calculated on a 1966 cost level. Total pro-
duction cost including a 10% DCF return on investment 
is estimated at 15.7 ¢/T of product. These cost 
estimates exclude any depletion allowance credit and 
charges for cost of land, site preparation, research 
and development, and financing. 
C. Secondary Crusher Optimization StudI 
Three types of secondary crushers have been investigated in 
the crushing research program - the tooth-type double roll 
crusher, the cone crusher, and the single-cage disintegrator. 
In order to decide which of the three types of crushers 
would be best for a commercial installation, an optimization 
study has been done to determine which type of crusher pro-
duces product at the lowest cost. Initial investment in 
secondary crushing plant facilities, wear maintenance for the 
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crushing surfaces, and product size distribution were the 
factors considered in the study. 
Data used in the study have been obtained through cooperative 
crushing tests with manufacturers. v1ear data for the double 
roll crusher have been obtained from a 7-month hardfacing 
study on a crusher loaned to Anvil Points by Allis-Chalmers. 
Nordberg Manufacturing Company supplied wear data from long-
term crushing of oil shale in a cone crusher. Stedman Foundry 
and Hachine Company supplied estimated wear data for a 
single-cage disintegrator as they have never operated a dis-
integrator with oil shale on a long-term basis. Capacity 
and equipment costs for the three types of crushers have been 
obtained from their respective manufacturers. 
1. Cone Crushers Are Optimum 
The study shows that the cone crusher looks best on a 
cost per ton of plus 1/4-inch product basis, followed 
by the single-cage disintegrator and double roll 
crusher, respectively. A summary of the optimization 
study appears on Table 7. The disintegrator compares 
quite favorably to the cone crusher, and looks better 
than the cone crusher on a cost per ton of feed com-
parison. Both the wear and capacity data for the cone 
crusher have been established by long-term crushing of 
oil shale; however, this data has only been estimated 
for the disintegrator. The largest standard cone 
crusher currently made has a slightly greater new feed 
capacity than the largest disintegrator when both are 
run closed circuited to produce similar products. This 
means that a cone crusher plant would always have a 
slightly greater safety factor, and certain size plants 
would require an additional disintegrator. r·tore flexi-
bility is available with a cone crusher because it can 
be operated in open circuit, while a single-cage dis-
integrator would not produce an acceptable product in 
open circuit operation. These factors all favor the 
cone crusher unless further test work establishes 
higher capacity and a lower wear rate for the disinte-
grator. 
Tooth-type double roll crushers do not look attractive 
even for an optimistic wear rate of half of that meas-
ured at Anvil Points. The reason for this is that 
application of hardfacing one weld rod at a time requires 
a high amount of downtime and maintenance labor. This 
results in extra crushing lines being required and a 
high maintenance cost. 
This optimization study is heavily dependent on the 
quality of the wear maintenance data: therefore, the 
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question arises - how reasonable is the data? Below 
are listed the absolute metal wear rates per ton 
crushed that have been used in the study: 
Standard cone crusher 
Single-cage disintegrator 




The wear rates are close and in good agreement. A 
slightly lower wear rate would be expected for a cone 
crusher relative to the impact crushers because the 
relatively flat surfaces of the cone crusher liners 
have an easier duty than the impact areas of the other 
crushers. Wear rates for the cone and double roll 
crushers have been determined by long-term crushing of 
shale, while the disintegrator wear rate looks reason-
able even though it has been estimated. 
2. General Bases for the Study 
The situation chosen for the study is an 84,000 T/eD 
crushing plant producing minus 2 1/2-inch product. 
Secondary crusher new feed rate is 2135 TPII of plus 
2 1/2-inch material. The secondary crushers are all 
used in closed circuit operation, with a 15% recycle 
rate for the cone and double roll crushers, but a 30% 
recycle rate for the disintegrator. The higher recycle 
rate for the disintegrator is based on the Stedman test 
data, which showed the higher rate necessary to produce 
a minimum fines level. 
The Allis-Chalmers design for the secondary crushing 
and screening plant has been used for the cost estimate 
for the auxiliary equipment. The direct investment per 
crushing and screening line was obtained by subtracting 
the estimated installed cost for the eight double roll 
crushers and sixteen motors from the total direct in-
vestment, and then dividing by the eight crushing lines 
used. This calculation gave a result of $654,000 of 
direct investment per line. 
Cost estimates have been made consistent with the 
general economic bases given in Technical Memorandum 
No. 67-28. A constant maintenance wage rate has been 
used even though it is realized that welders for double 
roll crushers may be paid more than personnel who just 
replace liners. However, it turned out that the cost 
difference between these cases was much greater than 
any possible skill differential. Maintenance super-
vision costs have been excluded from the estimate be-
cause it would be extremely difficult to proportion it 
correctly. Additional information for the various 
cases is given in the following sections. 
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3. Standard Cone Crusher Case 
Information for standard cone crushers has been obtained 
from Nordberg l'1anufacturing Company. They have had a 
short-head cone crusher in operation at another oil 
shale research facility, and have supplied product size 
distributions, capacity, and wear data for a 7-foot 
standard cone crusher based on test results from the 
short-head crusher. Maintenance man hours were estimated 
by the Nordberg sales representative. Table 8 shows 
the workup of the information supplied by Nordberg. 
A total of six cone crushers - five operating plus one 
spare - will be required to handle 2135 TPH. It might 
be possible to reduce this to five by operating at a 
higher recycle rate since total feed capacity increases 
faster than recycle load as the setting is opened up. 
However, recycle rates cannot be predicted accurately 
and the crushers would be operating at near maximum 
capacity, so that five operating crushers are used for 
a conservative estimate. The spare crusher is pro-
vided to maintain production while another crusher or 
the auxiliary equipment connected with it is undergoing 
maintenance. Some installations operate cone crushers 
on a 22-hour day basis, with the other two hours used 
for lubrication and inspection. The use of six crushers 
allows each crusher to be operated 22 hours per day and 
still maintain a 2135 TPH production rate 24 hours a 
day provided the 2-hour downtimes are staggered. 
Wear maintenance would be carried out as follows. When 
the liners in a crusher require replacement, that 
crusher would be taken out of service. The bowl and 
head assemblies would be replaced with relined assemblies 
to minimize the time a crusher would be inoperable. 
After the crusher is ready for use, the worn bowl and 
head assemblies can be relined in the shop. The whole 
operation could be carried out on week days to minimize 
the number of maintenance men that work shifts. 
Nordberg states that they could build a lO-foot standard 
cone crusher on request. The lO-foot cone crusher 
would have a capacity about double that of a 7-foot 
cone crusher and the cost would be about triple that 
of a 7-foot cone crusher. The reason given (by 
Nordberg) for equipment cost increasing faster than 
capacity is that capacity is proportional to the cross 
sectional area for flow (thereby propor~ional to dia-
meter squared) while cost is dependent on the equi9nent 
volume (which is proportional to diameter cUDed). The 
cost estimate is probably not firm because Nordberg has 
never built a lO-foot cone crusher. A lO-foot cone 
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crusher could reduce the cost for the secondary crush-
ing facilities. Only three 10-foot crushers would be 
required so total crusher investment would be about the 
same. However, only three crushing and screening lines 
are required which might cut the investment for auxiliary 
equipment (chutes, conveyor belts, building volume) by 
one-third. This would work out to a savings of slightly 
over 1 ¢/T based on the total crushing plant product 
(04,000 T/CD). 
4. Single-Cage Disintegrator Case 
Information for the disintegrator was obtained from a 
cooperative crushing test with Stedman Foundry and 
Machine Company. About l/2-ton of primary jaw crusher 
product was shipped to Stedman for tests with a 3D-inch, 
single-cage disintegrator. The results of this test 
work are given on page 38 of the August 25, 1967 Monthly 
Progress Memorandum. Stedman also furnished us with 
estimated cost, capacity, and wearing parts lives for 
a 60-inch, single-cage disintegrator which is the size 
they recommend for a commercial secondary crusher. 
Calculations for the disintegrator are shown in Table 9. 
A total of six disintegrators - five operating and one 
spare - will be required. It is unlikely that a lower 
number of crushers would be used. Although increased 
cage rpm would increase capacity and decrease recycle 
rate, both the percentage of fines and wear rate would 
go up. The spare crusher is provided to allow mainten-
ance on a disintegrator or the associated auxiliary 
equipment without interfering with production. Although 
the machine is a simple design with all external bear-
ings, a short inspection shutdown may be scheduled 
periodically for preventive maintenance. The use of 
six crushers allows production to be maintained even 
for a two hour per day shutdown for each crusher. 
Wear maintenance would be carried out as follows. When 
a cage or cage and breaker plates need replacing, that 
crusher would be taken out of service and the other 
five machines would supply the required production rate. 
The housing would be unbolted and lifted off with an 
overhead crane. The worn cage would then be unbolted 
and replaced. If the breaker plates needed replacing, 
a refurbished housing would be installed instead of 
reinstalling the housing which was removed. The worn 
breaker plates in a housing could be replaced in the 
shop. The above maintenance is infrequent enough so 
that it could always be scheduled for week days. A 
Stedman representative supplied the maintenance man 
hours estimate. 
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5. Tooth-type Double Roll Crusher Cases 
Information for the double roll crusher was obtained 
from Allis-Chalmers and from tests and operation of 
the double roll crusher loaned to Anvil Points by Allis-
Chalmers. Closed circuit product size distributions 
are taken from page 38 of the August 25, 1967 Monthly 
Progress Hemorandum. Tooth hardfacing data was taken 
from Technical Memorandum No. 67-24. Capacity and cost 
information for a 30" ¢ X 60" commercial size crusher 
was obtained from the Allis-Chalmers flowsheet-type 
design report. 
The calculations for the double roll crusher with the 
wear rate measured at Anvil Points are given on Table 10. 
The format of this calculation is different from the 
previous calculations because the wear maintenance 
downtime is quite large. First, a service factor was 
estimated by calculating the allowable crushing time 
before the teeth had to be rehardfaced and the time 
necessary to rehardface the teeth. The Anvil Points 
hardfacing data were prorated up to a commercial size 
crusher by assuming the same tooth configuration as the 
crusher in service at Anvil Points, and prorating on 
the roll surface area. Allowable operating hours were 
determined by the dividing the total teeth life in tons 
by the operating throughput (TPH). Hardfacing mainten-
ance time is based on the 6.7 minutes per tooth given 
in Technical Memorandum No. 67-24, and assuming that 
two welders would work on each 60-inch wide roll. The 
result of the calculation is that ten crushers are 
required to crush 2135 TPH on a 24-hour basis. 
Wear maintenance cost has been calculated assuming the 
same amount of metal would be put on the teeth of a 
commercial crusher as was put on the teeth of the 
crusher installed at Anvil Points. Maintenance to com-
pensate for wear on the roll shells and/or periodic 
replacement of the rolls has been excluded. No addi-
tional downtime for maintenance other than hardfacing 
was assumed since it could easily be done when the 
hardfacing was taking place. 
A similar study was done for double roll crushers with 
an optimistic wear rate. The calculations for this case 
are given on Table 11. The two major changes from the 
previous case are the doubling of the tooth life, and 
reduction of the number of teeth to reduce downtime. 
The tooth wear rate is just an assumed improvement, but 
the roll design is based on the original rolls that 
came with the Allis-Chalmers crusher. These rolls were 
about 25 inches wide, had 6 rolls of 12 teeth each, and 
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were furnished to provide minus 2 1/2-inch shale. 
Although the optimistic case did lower double roll 
crushing cost significantly, the improvement was not 
great enough to make double roll crushers attractive. 
u. Cost Estimate for a Commercial Crushing Plant 
Sufficient information has been developed in the crushing 
research program to put together the most likely configura-
tion for a commercial oil shale crushing plant. The plant 
is designed for an Anvil Points type layout, and processes 
84,000 T/CD of shale to produce minus 1/4-inch, 1/4 to I-inch, 
and 1 to 2 1/2-inch products. Fixed capital investment and 
production cost estimates have been prepared for the plant 
in accordance with the general economic bases set forth in 
Technical Memorandum No. 67-28. The primary purpose of this 
section of the memorandum is to provide detailed backup 
information on the cost estimate for the final report on 
crushing. 
1. Description of the Plant 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the layout of the plant. 
Mine run shale is brought to the primary crushing 
station in aO-ton, side-dump trucks for the six hours 
of every shift that they are not blasting in the mine. 
Mine run shale is then scalped over a grizzly with a 
6-inch spacing, and the grizzly oversize is crushed 
in either of two tooth-type single roll crushers. 
Primary crusher product and grizzly undersize are re-
combined and conveyed to underground storage bins. The 
major purpose of these bins is to provide surge volume 
since all equipment downstream of the bins operates on 
a 24-hour per day basis. 
Primary crusher product is withdrawn from the bins and 
conveyed to the secondary crushing station. Here six 
standard cone crushers - five operating plus one spare -
reduce plus 2 l/2-inch material in a closed circuit 
operation. -The,final product is put on conveyor belts 
to be transported to the cliff face and downhill to the 
retort level. A screening plant at retort level produces 
the three· required fractions. All single deck screens 
sized for 95% screening efficiency are used to prepare 
the final products. 
No final product storage is used to avoid segregation 
and breakage problems. Instead spare capacity is used 
to insure retort feed supply. Total bin storage capacity 
is one day's supply to take care of any primary crusher 
station breakdowns or any problem in the mine. Two bins 
are used so that either bin may be repaired without 
\ 
FIGURL. 1 
SCHEMATIC OF 84,000 TICD OIL SHALE CRUSHING PLANT FOR ANVIL POINTS TYPE TOPOGRAPHY 
Conceptual Design 
This design does not 
represent any detailed 
engineering study. 
.. :5C.b..L E. : I ". 200 t 
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affecting production. A total of 12 bin drawoff points 
are installed, and any 4 of these are capable of 
supplying the required throughput. The secondary 
crushing station operates at about two-thirds of capac-
ity. Parallel 72-inch conveyor belts are used between 
underground storage and the secondary crushing plant, 
and the secondary crushing plant and the final screening 
plant. Each 72-inch conveyor belt can carry the 
required throughput. Three spare screening lines are 
included in the final screening plant to allow feeder 
and screen maintenance without interrupting production. 
The primary purpose of the spare capacity described 
above is not to take care of emergencies, but to pro-
vide the required production rate in the face of the 
continuous maintenance that would be required with a 
moderately abrasive material such as oil shale. Such 
continuous maintenance would include periodic replace-
ment of conveyor belting, crusher wearing surfaces, 
screen decks, chutes handling shale at high velocities, 
etc. 
2. Cost Estimates 
Extimated fixed capital investment for the plant des-
cribed above is $15,100,000. This investment includes 
only onsite facilities, and is on a 1966 cost level. 
Estimated production cost for the plant is 17 ¢/T, which 
includes a 10% DCF return on investment. These cost 
estimates exclude any depletion credit allowance and 
charges for cost of land, site preparation, research 
and development, and financing. Table 12 gives a break-
down of the investment estimate, while Tables 13 through 
15 give details on various components of the production 
cost. 
3. Primary Crusher Station 
Tooth-type single roll crushers have been used for pri-
mary reduction because this machine has been demonstrated 
in an actual test, and there is some question about the 
ability of gyratory crushers to crush the largest pieces 
of mine run shale. Two 60-inch diameter by 84-inch wide 
crushers are used in a primary crusher station of the 
same design as Allis-Chalmers used in their flowsheet-
type design. The same cost estimate as in Section A of 
this memorandum has been used, but the two 60-inch con-
veyor belts and the adit have been shortened from 500 
feet to 200 feet in length. 
4. Underground Storage Bins 
Underground storage is used because it is considerably 
cheaper than surface storage. The design of the 
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underground bins is shown on Figure 2. High height-to-
diameter and multipoint drawoff are incorporated to 
minimize segregation. Two bins are provided - each 
with a capacity slightly over 42,000 tons - so that the 
feed or drawoff systems of a bIn can be 'worked on with-
out interfering with production. A traveling gantry-
type device is employed to distribute the shale evenly. 
Six drawoff points are provided in each bin, with each 
solids feeder sized to deliver one-fourth of the required 
total throughput rate. 
The direct investment estimate is shown on Table 16. 
Underground development has been costed at $5 per ,cubic 
y,~rd .. ~Qr_tha,.bin,.,volU(l\e mined by a shrinkage-stope 
method, al)JL.iJ._P~J:., cubic yard f.or conveyoradi ts. (The 
~~_ll~._§~_"p_~r cubic yard are on a total erected cost 
bas1s, and have been divided by the ratio of fixed capi-
tal investment to direct investment to avoid carrying 
a separate column through the cost estimate.) The con-
veyor belts to the secondary crushers are included with 
the final crushing station estimate except for the belt 
scales which are used to control the bin drawoff feeders. 
5. Final Crushing Station 
Six cone crushers are used in the final crushing station 
based on the results of the secondary crusher optimiza-
tion study reported in Section C of this memorandum. 
The design of the station is shOlm on Figure 3. Con-
veyors from underground storage dump primary crusher 
station product into bins with a 30-minute surge volume. 
The shale is then crushed by five crushers operating 
in closed circuit. Final minus 2 l/2-inch product is 
put on either or both of the blo 72-inch conveyors for 
transportation to the final screening plant. 
Table 17 gives the major equipment list for the final 
crushing station. The direct investment is worked up 
on Table 18. Underground development is costed at $5 
per cubic yard for rooms and bins and $3 per cubic yard 
for adi tG, \,Ti th the same cost adjustment as used for 
the underground bins. 
6. Screening Plant 
The direct investment estimate for the screening plant 
is given on Table 19. The design of the screening plant 
is similar to that used in the gyratory-cone crushing 
plant design (see Technical Memorandum No. 67-5). 
Thirteen operating screen lines are required for 84,000 
TICD, which leaves three spare lines. Conveyor belts 
carrying the three products are not included in this 
estimate, but are in the retorting estimate. 
FIGURE 2 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR TIlE UNDERGROUND STORAGE BINS 
~. , .... ''\ 
APP~O)!: ~ •• ?~' 
11 
\-
PLAU VIe.W SHO"'uJe,, De.T~'Lo;..Or:·f!,.I"'" OIST!Z,IP>U:r'O"J 
~ "~::'::'~ML.!-_ 
Legend 
1. Conveyor belts from primary drushing 
station 
2. Main distribution belt 
3. Gantry distribution device 
4. Solids feeders 
5. Conveyor belts to secondary crushers 
Conceptual D~sign 
This design does not represent any 
detailed engineering study. 
FIGl ; 3 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR AN UNDERGROUND FINAL CRUSHING STATION 







1. Conveyor beits from 
underground storage 
bins 
2. Surge volume 
3. Solids feeder 
4~ Primary screener 
5. Standard cone crusher 
6. Secondary screener 
7. Final product conveyor 
belts 
8. Recycle return conveyor 
belt 
9. Overhead service crane 
C-onceptual Design 
This design does not 
represent any deta~led 
engineering study. 
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Screen areas are based on all single deck screens sized 
for 95% efficiency. The product curve used for sizing 
screens is given on Figure 4. 
7. Production Cost Estimate 
Production costs have been estimated in accordance with 
the general economic bases given in Technical Memorandum 
No. 67-28. The operating labor cost estimate is shown 
on Table 13. For secondary crushing, etc., it is judged 
that one operator would spend full time maintaining an 
84,000 T/SD rate with the aid of a computer and closed 
circuit TV. Assistant operators are furnished for 
operator relief, local observation, trouble correcting, 
adjusting crusher settings, etc. Laborers are furnished 
for clean-up and care of dust collection equipment. 
Maintenance cost estimates are shown on Table 14. Shift 
maintenance is provided for hardfacing primary crushers, 
replacing screen decks and other worn equipment, and 
lubrication. Day maintenance is provided for changing 
out bO\'lls and heads in the cone crushers, religning 
crushing surfaces, and other major maintenance items such 
as changing conveyor belts, motor repair and replacement, 
etc. Maintenance materials have been estimated at hard-
facing materials cost plus 3% of investment per year for 
regular repair materials. It is assumed that primary 
crusher weldrod usage would be one-half of that used for 
the Anvil Points double roll crusher (1.26 ¢/T crushed). 
Cone crusher liner costs are taken from Table 7 of this 
memorandum. 
Table 15 gives details on the remaining production cost 
components. Crusher power has been based on 0.5 hp-hr 
of energy required per ton of finished product. For 
other equipment, the 0.6 kwhr/T from the Allis-Chalmers 
estimate has been increased by 25% to account for light-
ing, shop usage, etc. It has been assumed that the 
downhill conveyors would be retarded by generating elec-
tricity. The power recovery has been assumed to be 75% 

















MINUS 2 1/2-INCH PRODUCT SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR 
AN OIL SHALE CRUSHING PLANT 
'Assumes: 1. Run of mine size distribution from Figure 3, RI 5563 
2. Tooth-type single roll primary crushers 
3. Standard cone crushers operated in closed circuit 
s 10 20 30 70 90 
Percent Passing Through Screen 
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Ti~rlLE 1 
INVESTMENT SUMMARY FOR ALLIS-CHALMERS' FLOWSHEET-TYPE DESIGN 
Major equipment including motors 
Electrical and instrumentation 
Foundations, structural supports, 
installation, piping, miscellaneous 












Engineering and Construction (25%) 
Contractors Fee (7%) 
Contingency (15%) 
Mine To Plant 
Conveyor 
16,881 






Colorado Sales Tax 
Freight 






















PRODUCTION COSTS FOR ALLIS-CHAU·1ERS I FLOVlSHEET-TYPE DESIGn 
Cost of CatJital: 
24.8 IT$ X $216,055 = 
---1---- year M$ $5,358,164 per year 
5.358 X 108¢ year 
year X 8.4(3.65) X 100 ton = 17.47 ¢/T 






- Figure 23 of Allis-Chalmers Report 
1 foreman and 13 maintenance men 
4 foremen and 58 maintenance men 
4 foremen at $9000/man year 
58 men at $6760/man year 
Base Nages 
Benefits (30% of above) 
Underground differential 
Overtime (2500 man hours) 










Materials: Basis - 3% of Investment per year 
Memorandum No. 67-28) 
Technical 
$24.8 X 10 6 X ~ = $744,000 per year 
year 
Total Maintenance Cost: 
$579,000 + $744,000 = $1,323,000 per year 
13.23 X 10 7 ¢ year 
year X ~66 X foT ton = 4.32 ¢/T 
operating Labor: 
23 of Allis-Chalmers Report Basis~ Figure 
Shift Crew! 2 foremen, 2 undergroun~ and 12 above ground 
operators 
Total Cre'toJ: 8 foremen, 62 operators 
8 foremen at $8000/man year 
62 operators at $6240/man year 
Base t'Jages 
Benefits (30% of base wages) 
Underground differential" 
Overtime (3600 man hours) 
Compensation for holidays \'lorked 
Total 
6.11 X 10 7 ¢/vr 








$6-f1, 28 4/year 
TABLE 2 (CONTINUED) 
Electricity: 
Basis: Figures 22-H and 22-I of Allis-Chalmers Report 
Connected Load: 
Crushers 





3816 K\'J X 0.55 Use Factor X 24 hours = 
1 1 84;000 T 
Required 
Declining conveyor generation 
Net Electricity 
Insurance and Local Taxes: 
253 6 K~v 
3816 Kv] 
6352 K~v 





Basis: 1.5% of Investment per year (Technical Memorandum No. 
67-28) 
() 
$24.8 X 10 X 1.5% = 
1 year 
3.72 X 107 ¢ 
3.066 X 107 year 
$372,000 year 
vear 























7' Symon Standard Cone Crushers 
Hydraulic Setting and Clamping Mechanisms 
300 hp, 720 RPH l>lotors 't'rith V belt drives 
Spare Head Assemblies with Liners 
Spare Bml1l Assemblies with Liners 
72" by 20' Apron Feeders with 10 hp Hotors 
Bin Internals 
Primary Screens; 7' by 20' Double Deck, Enclosed with 40 hp Motors 
Secondary Screens: 6' by 14' Single Deck, Enclosed with 10 hp Motors 
Sets of Duct and Chute Work for Screens 
Dust Collection Syste~ 
Service Overhead Crane 
Recycle Conveying System, 24" by 600', 65 hp Motor 
Primary Product Conveyor Beltsj 60" by 2500', 350 hp Motor, traveling 
Trippers 
Sub Total 




















Crushing plant assumed to be the same basic design as minus 3" secondary crushing plant in 
Technical Memorandum No. 67-5, but extended for six crushers. The above table is Table 3, 
Technical Memorandum No. 67-5 prorated by the ratio of the number of equipment items 





DIRECT INVESTHENT ESTIHATE FOR SECONDARY CRUSHING STATION OF 
GYR.t"\TORY-CO~'iE CRUSHING PLANT 
Major Equipment and Installation 2294 
Foundations and Structures (7%) 161 
Underground Development 405 
Piping (3%) 69 
Instrumentation (5%) 115 
Electrical System 293 
Miscellaneous (3%) 69 
Total 3406 
NOTES: 
The above table is a reV1S1on of Table 15, Technical 
Hemorandum No. 67-5. Underground development cost 
has been reestimated, but the minus inch electrical 
system cost for six crushers is used in place of t~e 




INVESTNENT Sm-lHARY FOR GYRATORY-CONE CRUSHING PLANT 
Direct Investments: 
Primary Crusher Station 
S~condary Crusher Station 
Intermediate Storage 
Mine to Plant Level Conveyors 
Screening Facilities 
Total Direct Investment 
Engineering and Construction (25%) 
Contractor's Fee (7%) 
Contingency (15%) 
Total Indirect Investment plus Contingency 
Depreciable Investment 
Freight and Sales Tax 





















PRODUCTION COSTS FOR GYRATORY-CONE CRUSHING PLANT 
Maintenance Cost: 
Materials - 3% of Investment per Year (Table 4, Technical 
Memorandum No. 67-28) 
Labor - 3% of Investment per Year (Assumed) 
14.92 X 108¢ X (.03 + .03) year 2 92 ¢/ 




1 foreman, 6 underground and 3 above ground operators. 
4 foremen, 40 operators. 
Salaried: 
Hourly; 
Base wages at $8000/man year = $32,000 
Benefits at 30% .~ 9,600 
$41,600 
Base wages at S5240/man year = 
Benefits at 30% of above = 
Compensation for holidays vlOrked = 
Overtime (estimated 2000 man hour/year) = 






"""$""3 4-'-1~, 2 92 
38.29 X 106¢ X year 
year 30.66 X loG Tons 
= 1.25 ¢/T 
Electricity at l¢/KWHr: 
Required for crushers at 0.5 hp-hr/ton 
Required for other eauioment 
Generated by dOT:mhill conveyor 
Net 
Insurance and Local Taxes: 
14.92 X 108¢ X 1.5% year 
year X 30.66 X 10 6 tons = 
Cost of Capital: 
14.92 $M $216,055 
~~~~ X = $3,224,000/year 
1 year $M 
+0.37 KNHr /ton 




($2l6,055/year $M from Table 3, Technical t>lemorandum No. 67-28) 
224 X 108¢ . year _ 




SECONDARY CRUSHER OPTIHIZATION STUDY 
(2135 TPH of Plus 2 1/2 Inch Feed) 
Crusher size 
Number of crushers required 
Cost of crushers and motors 
Foundations, structures, installation 
labor (21%) 
Cost of spare assemblies 
Secondary crushing and screening plant 
without crushers, at $654,000/unit 
Total direct investment 
Total indirect investment plus contingency 
Depreciable inv~stment 
Cost of capital - $/year 
Cost of capital - ¢/T of feed 
Cost of \-lear maintenance - ¢ /T of feed 
labor 
material 
Total cost - ¢/T of feed 
% plus 1/4-inch material in product 






































Double Roll Crusher 
'Measured Reduced 
Wear Ratr:! Wear Rate 
30 n Jtf X 60" 30" Jtf X 60" 
10 8 

















CALCULATIONS FOR NORDBERG STANDARD CONE CRUSHER COSTS 
Bases: 1. 7' standard cone crusher with capacj.ties of 500 TPH 
at 1 1/4 inch C.S.S. and 600 TPH at 1 1/2 inch C.S.S. 
2. Wear rate of .008 lb/Ton, total Height of all "maring 
parts 12,000 lbs with 1/3 of original weight as scrap. 
Value of wearing parts is 50¢/lb. 
3. Maintenance times: 
a. Replace bowl and head - 8 man hours. 
b. Change wearing liners on bowl and head - 8 man hours. 
Source - Nordberg Manufacturing Company 
Number of Crushers Requ~red: 
The minimum net capacity is obtained with open circuit operation, 
and for open circuit operation the C.S.S. should be one-half the 
desired maximum product size (2 1/2" / 2 = 1 1/4" C.S.S.) 
2135 TPH X Crusher = 4.3 Crushers 
1 500 TPH 
A closed circuit operation at 1 3/4 inch C.S.S. would give about 
15% recycle, but the crusher capacity would increase faster than 
the recycle rate ,·,hich vlOuld give a reduction in the number of 
crushers required. It is questionable wh~ther an operation could 
get a~'lay with four operating crushers, so that five operating 
crushers plus one spare will be used to give a conservative 
estimate. 
Cost of Crushers, Motors, and Spare Assemblies: 
No. Item 
6 7' Standard Symons Cone Crushers 
6 Hydraulic setting and clamping 
mechanisms 
6 300 hp, 720 RPM motors with V-belt 
drives 
2 Spare head assemblies complete with 
liners 
2 Spare bowl assemblies complete with 
liners 
Wear Maintenance: 
Life of wearing parts: 
12,000 lbs v 2 usable Ton = 
1 ., ~-- X :-Olfs lb 








at 15% recycle - 870,000 tons new feed 
Note 
TJl.BLE 3 CONTInUED 
Cost of \<learing parts (2) : 
12,000 Ibs X ~O¢ X 1 = 0.69 ¢/T 
1 lb 870,000 tons 
Cost of labor: 
16 man hours per 1,000,000 tons 
16 man hours X $3.25 X 1.30 ----'--. ..------"- = $ 6 7 • 6 0 
man hour 
6760 ¢ 
870,000 tons = .0078 ¢/T, call .01 ¢/T 
(1) Equipment cost estimate supplied by Nordberg Manufacturing 
Company. 
(2)This calculation assumes that there is no scrap metal credit 




CALCULATIONS FOR STEDl,IAN SINGLE-CAGE DISINTEGRATOR COSTS 
Bases: 1. 60~ single cage disintegrator operating at 350 RPM in 
closed circuit operation. Capacity would be 600 TPH 
total feed. Recycle rate would be 30%. 
2. Estimated wear rates: 
a. cage life - 400,000 tons 
b. breaker plate life - 800,000 tons 
3. Maintenance times: 
a. 3 man hours to remove and replace housing. 
b. 5 man hours to replace cage. 
c. 5 man hours to replace breaker .plates. 
Source: Stedman Foundry and Hachine Company 
Number of Crushers: 
Total feed rate = 2135 TPH X 1.3 = 2776 TPH 
2776 TDH Crusher 
1 - X 600 TPH = 4.63 crushers 
Use five crushers plus one spare. 






60" Single Cage Disintegrators 
300 hp motors plus Drives 













Metal use rate with 55% of a 5000 pound cage and 67% of 
6700 pounds of breaker plates usable: 




800,000 tons = 615,000 tons new feed 
1.30 
Cost of wearing parts: 
$2900 per cage{l) 
$3700 per set of breaker plates(l) 
= 0.0125 lb/ton 
Two cages and one set breaker plates per 615,000 tons new feed 
$2(2900) + 3700 = 
615,000 
950,000 ¢ = 1.54 ¢/T 
615,000 ton 
TABLE 9 (CONTn~UED) 
Cost of labor: 
per 615,000 tons new feed 
- replace cage twice 
- remove and replace housing twice 
- replace breaker plates once 
10 man hours 
6 man hours 
5 man hours 
21 man hours 
21 man hours X $3.25 
------~l------ man hours X 1.30 benefits = $88.73 
8873 ¢ = 0.014 ¢/T 
6105,000 tons 
Note 





CALCULATIONS FOR l\LLIS-CHALHERS DOUBLE ROLL CRUSHER COSTS 
t4EASURED NEAR FATE 
Bases: 
From Allis-Chalmers' Report: 
1. 30 il ~ X 60" tooth-type double roll crusher. Capacity not 
given but Allis-Chalmers used 500 TPH new feed for a recycle 
operation. 
From Technical Memorandum No. 67-24: 
2. 6.7 minutes of labor to rehardface each tooth. 
3. lS.8¢ hardfacing material to rehardface each tooth. 
4. Each tooth can process 12.5 tons before rehardfacing. 
s. Crusher that data obtained on was 25" ~ X 25" double roll 
with 216 teeth total. 
Number of Crushers Reauired: 
Prediction of crushing life for 36" ~ X 60 Ti crusher by proration 
of roll surface area. 
Anvil Points' Crusher 
12.5 tons X 216 teeth 
tooth 1 - = 2700 tons 
2 7T(2S) X ~ = 27.3 ft 2 
12 12 
30" ~ X 60" Crusher 
60 = 78.5 ft 2 
12 
life = 2700(78.5)= 7800 tons 
27.3 
at 500 TPH new feed plus 15% recycle 
7800 
SOO(l.l~f = 13.5 hours at full capacity 
Number of operating crushers 
2135 (1.15) 
500(1.15) = 4.27 or five crushers 
Crusher life at operating throughput 
7800 tons X ~._crus!2.~_~ __ = 
1 2135(1.15) TPH 15.9 hours 
New feed processed = 7800/1.15 = 6800 tons 
TABLE 10 (CONTINUED) 
Rehardfacing time 
(assume same number of teeth around circumference as 25" ff X 25" 
crusher for 30'! ff X 60" crusher) 
216 teeth X 6(60 11 ) rm.,rs = 216 14 = 504 teeth 6 25" 6 rO\'1S 
6{60 tl )/25 1t rounded to 14 rows 
504 teeth X 6.7 minutes ., hour ... -6OITiin utes 1 tooth 
for two welders hardfacing each roll 
56.3 man hours::::: 14 hours 
4 men 
Service Factor: 
16 hours crushing 
14 hours rehardfacing 
2 hours dissassembly and reassembly 
16 TI = 50% 
Total number of crushers required: 
5 ::::: 10 crushers -:s 
= 56.3 




30 11 ff X 60" tooth-type double roll crushers 
150 hp motors with Drives 
Total 
Wear Maintenance: 
Cost of materials: 
15.8¢ X 504 teeth 1 
tooth 1 6800 tons 
::::: 1.17 ¢/T 
Cost of labor: 
56 man hours hardfacing 
4 man hours dissassembly 
60 man hours 
60 man hours 
X 
$3.25 
1 hours man 
25350 ¢ 
6800 tons 


















CALCULATIONS FOR ALLIS-CIIALHERS DOUBLE ROLL CRUSHER COSTS 
REDUCED \'1EAR HATE 
1. 30" ~ X 60" tooth-type double roll crusher. Capacity 500 TPH 
new feed. 
2. Tooth configuration: The original rolls furnished \vith the 
25" ~ X 25" secondary crusher had 144 teeth. Extrapolating 
this to a 30" ~ X 60" crusher would give 336 teeth. 
3. Assume a new hardfacing material developed that doubles 
tooth life 50% from 12.5 tons per tooth to 25 tons per tooth. 
4. 6.7 minutes of labor to hardface each tooth \·Tith 15.8¢ of 
hardfacing material for each tooth. 
Number of Crushers red: 
Crusher life 
144 teeth X 25 tons = 3600 tons for 25" J X 25" crusher 
For 30 11 J X 60 n crusher (life prorated by roll surface areas) 
3600 
78.5 = 10,350 tons total material 
Number of operating crushers 
2135(1.15) = 4.27 or five crushers 
500(1.15) 
Crusher life at operating throughput 
10 350 tons X ~_crush~ __ = 21 1 hours 
• 2135(1.15) TPH • 
Rehardfacing time 
336 teeth X 6.7 man hours = 37.5 man hours 
60 teeth 
wi th blO t"le1ders hardfacing each roll 
37 5 man hours = 9.4 hours 
Service factor: 
21.1 hours crushing 
9.5 hours hardfacing 
2.0 hours dissassemb1y and reassembly 
TABLE 11 (CONTINUED) 
Total number of crushers required: 
.~5 = 7.7 or eight crushers 





30 11 JW X 60 11 double roll crushers 
150 hp motors \V'ith drives 
Wear r-1aintenance: 




15.8 ¢ X 336 teeth X 1 = 0.59 ¢/T 
tooth 1 9000 tons 









= 1.97 ¢/T 




INVESTMENT SUz..1MARY FOR A 84 ,000 T ICD S INGLE ROLL-CONE CRU SIIING PLANT 
Direct Investments in M$ 
Primary 
Crushing 
Major equipment including motors 1170 
Electricals and instrumentation 110 
Foundations, structural supports, 
installation, piping, miscel-
laneous fabricated steel ,,,ork 460 















Direct investment in crushing and screening 
Direct investment in solids handling 
Total direct investment 
Engineering and construction (25%) 
Contractor's fee (7%) 
Contingency (15%) 
Total indirect inv.astment plus contingency 
Depreciable investment 
Colorado sales tax and freight 
Fixed capital investm~nt 























OPERATH1G LABOR COST 
FOR SINGLE ROLL-CONE CRU StUNG PLAB'l' 
Shift Crew: 
Supervision - 1 operating foreman 
Primary crusher station 
1 operator 
Secondary crushing, intermediate storage, downhill conveying 
1 operators 




1 assistant operator 
Labor pool 
5 laborers used ,,,here needed 
Total Crew: 4 foremen, 58 operators 
Yearly Wages: 
4 foremen at $8000/man year 
58 operators at $6240/man year 
Base wages 
Benefits at 30% 
Underground differential 
Overtime (estimated 2500 man hours/year 
Compensation for holidays worked 
5.348 X 10 7 ¢ X year = 













MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR SINGLE ROLL-CONE CRUSI-IIt':G PLANT 
Labor: 
Supervision: 1 maintenance foreman 
Rotating shift 
2 welders for primary crushers 
2 electricians - instrument men 
3 mechanics 
2 lubrication men 
Days only 
1 crane operator 
2 mechanics 
2 welders 
2 electricians - instrument men 
Total labor force: 4 foremen, 40 men on shift, 7 men on days 
Yearly wages: 
~ 4 foremen at $9000/man year $ 36,000 
47 maintenance men at $6760/man year 317,720 
Base wages $353,720 
Benefits at 30% 106,116 
Underground differential 1,314 
Overtime (4600 man hours/year) 22,425 
Compensation for holidays ~vorked 5,916 
$4 89 , lEU/year 
[::>e..........r.~, 1. -,. ; 3 ~ I ~ "1 S 
4.89 X 107 ¢ X year ¢/ 
year 3.066 X 107 ton - 1.59 T 
Materials: 
Regular repair material, 3% of investment/year 
primary crusher hardfacing material 
oij.n \ 1..4, St; 0 ~,~"",:_JU.... L""-~' 
1.42 ¢/T I~~ 411 POD /~, 
0.32 ¢/T 
Cone crusher wearing parts 0.42 ¢/T 
2-:-rb¢/T 
'>1 2 L -/~ ) = \ DO, JOo 
\Ol.i, ,~~ 
'---_____ co ~ 3· 6~/II\,.,.~-~c.<i~ ~(.l. I~,-e~-:.)'\ 





OTHER PRODUCTION COSTS FOR SINGLE ROLL-CONE CRUSHING PLANT 
Cost of capital including 10% DCF return: 
$216,055 X 14.55 M$ 
year M$ 1 = $3,144,000 per year 
31.44 X 107 ¢ X year = 
year 3.0b6 X 10 7 ton 10.25 ¢/T 
Insurance and Local Taxes: 
14.55 X 108 ¢ X 1.5% X year = 
year 30.66 X 106 tons 0.71 ¢/T 
Electricity: 
Crushers at 0.5 hp-hr/ton 
All other equipment and lighting 
SUD Total 
Generation by downhill conveyor 
Net use 
























Main Equipment Items 
Shale distribution devices (includes one 100' by72h main 
distribution conveyor belt and one self-propelled gantry 
distributor) • 
Inter bin 72" conveyor belts, each 100' long 
Vibrating feeders (Rated at 950 TPH of 75 1b/ft2 material) 
Conveyor loading chutes for 72" belt conveyor 
Dust systems 
Belt scales for 72" belt conveyor 
t.1ain equipment items 
Miscellaneous unlisted items (10%) 
Basic equipment 
Installation (25%) 

















(1)Inc1ude~ excavation of 119,400 cubic yards plus materials and 






























7' Symons Standard Cone Crusher 
Hydraulic Setting and Clamping Mechanisms 
300 hp, 720 RPM Motors with V-belt Drives 
Spare head Assemblies with Liners 
Spare Bowl Assemblies with Liners 
72" by 20' Apron Feeders with 10 hp Motors 
Bin Internals 
Primary Screens~ 7' by 20' Double Deck, Enclosed, 40 hp Motors 
Secondary Screens~ 6' X 14' Single Deck, Enclosed, 10 hp Motors 
Sets of Duct and Chute ~\"ork for Screens 
Dust System 
Overhead Crane 
Recycle Conveyor Belt, 30" by 510', 45 hp motor 
Storage to Secondary Crusher Station Conveyor Belts, 72" by 
810', 350 hp, six discharge mechanisms 
Sub Total 
























DIRECT INVESTMENT ESTI~~TE FOR SECONDARY CRUSHING STATION 
OF SINGLE ROLL-CONE CRUSHING PLANT 
Basic Equipment 1827 
Installation (13%) 238 
Installed E~uipment 2065 
Foundations and Structural Supports (7%) 146 
Underground Development 230 
Piping (3%) 62 
Instrumentation (5%) 103 
Electrical System 293 















6' X 16' Single Deck Screens, Enclosed with Bottom Discharge 
Port, 10 ho ~I{otor 
4' by 14' Single Deck Screens, Enclosed with Bottom Discharge 
Port, 7. 5 hp r.1otor 
Vibrating Feeders (Rated at 320 TPH of 75 lb/ft3 Material) 
Sets of Chutes 
72' X 120' Conveyors with Motorized Traveling Tripper, 
Enclosed, 50 hp Motor 
Overhead Hoists 
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SYSTEMS DIVISION 
i·lr. R. II. craber, Program ~ ;an".gcr 
~nvil s~lale~~::'f-Oil Shale ·llcsearch 
c..oscarc.l De1:'ttrl.,,,e,,~ . 
Rifle, Colorado 81650 
Gentlcrr.cn: 
October 16, 1967 
Center 
Earlier this afterIl.oon, the writer an:1 ilr. P.ietz cd the cost breab:':ovm 
in regard to the Anvil Points Oil Shale Crushing Plant layout as prepared in 
accorcanc8 with our research agrecli:ent. To be that thoro is no r.lisunc1cr-
standing of the nUlj~bors Hhich have been previously given to i·Ir. rUetz verbally, 
we wOllld like to confirm them in writing. A cost sUJ:U:lary of each of the !Jajor 
crushing plant areas is tabulated bolo"1 in 1967 dol 






Total Enginocrin~ and 
All Fi~ld Services, Etc. 5,598,465 
Total Secondary Crushing 
And Screening Area 8,075,672 








and all field ser-
vices, etc. 










[:Ir. R. 1I. Cramer 
fiJaj or riechanical EquilJment 
(a) Feeders 
(b) TTippcr and Shuttle 
Conveyors 




Tot 0.1 Equipment 
Total Engineering 
And All Field Ser-
Vices, etc. 















October 16, 1967 
In using the figures ,·:hich we are fon:arding, we would like to point o~t that 
there is bound to be a certain al~lount of error. In SUCi1 items as the dust 
collection s),StCJ;l, "{hich has been prorated over the entire pla:lt, only 
a lump sUln figure was actually available ,dlen making the original plant estimate. 
There is als'o so~e discrepancy in regard to the electrical figures as s\'Ji tcll gear, 
etc. have been prorated into the va'rious plant areas. In reality, such things 
as sHitchgear ''loulel be located centrally and serve the entire facility. The 
figure listed as, lrTotal Engineering and Field Services ll inclucle SUC;l ite:lIs as 
concrete \·;hich Iwuld be pOllrcd on 'the job, steel fabrication of hoppers, freight, 
erection supervision, overall general contingencies that go I'lit;l the erection 
of equip;;lent in the field, engineering serv'ices \'.'Jlich go into the design of 
foundations, buildi,ngs ~ ligllting, and electrical l:iring anel conci.ui t. 
We sincerely regret that there was SOEIC delay in getting this information together, 
but as expresed by ;':r. Rietz, by verbally fOnJal:(~in.;: the inforl;~ation He have 
averted any serious delay. If there arc any further i tees ia 'diich you require 
our COJilments, ,-:e ,-:ill be happy to do so. 
rm;ljkrrlr 











R. D. ~·Iannil1en 
Crushin.::; EquilJ;;1ent 
I~ietz, Anvil Points Oil Sl:alc :-!.escarch Center 
R. Tarbert, Jr., Project Operations 
A. Rowlnn:l 
A. !~raft 
